Dear Friends,

Cyber-Seniors director Saffron Cassaday was interviewed by The Insider today for an exclusive feature about the documentary and social impact program.

The interview will air tonight at 7:30pm in Toronto on NBC.

Please check your local listings for show times across Canada and the United States.

The Insider is an American entertainment news program covering events and celebrities.

Thank you for your continued support and please spread the word about the The Insider’s Cyber-Seniors feature airing tonight.

Sincerely,

The Cyber-Seniors Team

P.S. Check out some of our favorite links from the past week:

Seniors learning to use the Internet: Teens playfully vent about common computer mistakes seniors make!

Science proves that life gets better with age!
Why computers can make older people feel stupid.

Filmmaker sets out to meet and interview the oldest people in the world in this documentary